Power Your Patent Search With Confidence

Get quick, reliable and precise search results with LexisNexis TotalPatent One®

Never miss important developments in the patent landscape

Access to comprehensive global data coverage can help you reduce any risk of missing critical patent data. The TotalPatent One® software combines high-performance technology powered by industry-standard global patent data. Using our search functionality accelerates your workflow to give unparalleled outcomes, so you can focus on results that help your organization make smarter business decisions.

With more data than Google Patents and Espacenet, we have you covered.

150 Million
Text Documents
Containing the most complete full-text English database from patent authorities across the globe.

86 Million
Patent Families
Four family types: Domestic, Main, Complete and Extended

97
Fields
To search and filter for a multitude of possibilities to visualize data.

150
Terabytes of Patent Data
Text, PDF and Images. More than 6 times the information in Wikipedia.

1 Billion
Images
Scan and find the exact prior art you need.

TotalPatent One enables you to:

- Form well-informed IP decisions based on insightful patent information
- Ensure thorough research and access full-text patent data in multiple languages
- Build effective queries and get relevant search results quickly
- Easily customize your results view to support your IP workflow
- Search, review, and export Orange Book and SPC data of patents
Key features for powering your patent search:

- **Search methodology:** Excellent searchability allows you to find critical full-text documents in English or native language including searchable bibliographic information, archive of images, citations, legal status, patent families, and prior art searches
- **User interface:** A modern and intuitive workspace enables you to easily build queries and get to your results faster
- **Ultimate owner:** Get a clear understanding of who ultimately has control of patents covering corporates, up-to-date M&As and ambiguous naming
- **Alerts:** Stay on top of the latest developments in the patent landscape with automated alerts
- **Reports:** Set up and export weekly search reports
- **Pharmaceutical search fields:** Access Orange book and SPC data via dedicated pharmaceutical search fields